
CHAPTER 41 - THE PEDICTED ARRIVAL

PERKS OF REJECTED MATE

After the talked Marcel and Tyrone had everything was almost back to normal aside from the pending Tribunal 

with the Elders. As for the whole pack they were rejoicing when they found out about the news including Axelia 

and Marco whom made the celebration. They are very much excited to be grandparents even Marcel became 

more protective of his sister. In the middle of the party, Diana’s wonderful gallbladder decided to interrupt so 

she went to the bathroom with Tyrone and Marcel in tow.

"So, it's true you are the slut who steals Tyrone from me. You even got yourself pregnant to have him!" Chantal 

has a disgusting tone.

Diana is aware that she was being followed by her but she did not pay attention to that since she does not want 

to cause any scene. Ever since Diana and Charissa became friends it became to her realization that Chantal 

was never been nice although she is not sure why. Diana can only think off two possible things, first was she is 

much closer to her sister than she is or second Chantal envy the bond she has Charissa. 

"Don’t talk to me if you will just insult." Diana turned around to face her.

"Don't you dare turn around when I'm still talking to you!  You ugly dying bitch!" Chantal grabbed Diana’s elbow.

"Let my hand go." Diana composed herself in most calm way as possibly she could.

“I am not terrified with you.” Chantal tried to deny that she was terrified.

“Do not test me.” Diana felt an odd energy radiating to her body after delivering those word. 

"Why? Are you afraid to fight me or you simply wants to follow your pathetic dead parents?" Chantal smirked.

"You can give snide remarks about me but never insult my parents.” Diana tone became stronger and she 

sense Chantal’s fear.

She lose her patience and suddenly she lifted Chantal off the ground and a while ring of smoke is slowly 

forming on Chantal’s neck. The latter wanted to scream but her air was being cut down while Diana couldn't 

careless until she was pulled away.

“Baby doll, calm down.” Tyrone touched her hand.

Instantly Chantal was back on the ground clutching her neck while gasping for air. Charissa also saw what 

happened and immediately went to check on Diana instead towards her sister.

"Bestie! What happened? Are you okay?" Charissa inspected her friend’s hand for any scratches.

"You sided her instead of me?! I'm your sister Charissa!" Chantal yelled.

"We might be related by blood but you never once showed me what sister means. If there is one person here I 

called sister it's Diana not you! Be thankful we made it here in time or you could be dead." Charrisa grunted.

"Leave Chantal." Marcel ordered her.
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All Chantal could do is watched them and at the back of her mind she knew she will not win them but she 

promised to herself she will one day. With that thought I her head, she grumpily left and made sure to knock 

some vases to get her anger out.

"I'm sorry Cha, I lost control when she speaks about my parents." Diana apologized.

"It's not your fault she is just really a bitch I'm glad you put her on her place." Charissa even managed to laugh 

at the situation.

"Come on baby doll, I'll take you to our room to rest you're turning pale." Tyrone offered.

Marcel and Charissa head back to the celebration and informed Axelia and Marco what happened while Tyrone 

and Diana head to their room. As they reached their bedroom, Tyrone felt dizzy and just before he lost his 

consciousness; he saw a dark figure and everything went black.

"I guess congratulations are in order my niece." Hades somehow exposed himself.

“Hades.” Diana pretended shock.

"What are you doing here?" Diana was aware of his coming since Apollo warned her about it.

"Aren't you glad to see me?" He stands by the doorway.

"Of course I am! You can't be here I mean they can see you." Diana tried to act disturbed.

"I'm capable of hiding so only you can see me Diana. Go see for yourself and you know what I meant." Hades 

wicked comeback.

When Diana searched the area, black smokes surrounds not only the room but the whole pack premises. From 

inside, Diana can see people are oblivious on what's going on and they are busy mingling with each other.

"Now do tell, are you falling into your mate's charm again? Have you forgotten what exactly the purpose of your 

freedom?" He continued talking.

"It's part of my plan Uncle I might add he is so gullible and now I'm closer to kill him." Diana played along.

"So being lovey-dovey to the forest and the mating is part of your plan? Don't take me for a fool Diana I can 

smell his scent all over you." He comes closer.

"Don't you have faith in me? How do you think they will believe me if I don't pretend? I'm not forgetting what we 

talk about you'll have Tyrone's head by the end of next week." Diana convinced him.
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"Very well I'm just reminding in case you forgot that I can easily kill your twin and your beloved parents." Hades 

was gone in a blink of an eye after saying the words.

"Tyrone, wake up.” Diana kept shaking her mate.

“Diana, what happened? I saw a shadow inside our room, are you okay?” Tyrone stirred up after few minutes. 

“Don’t worry about me. What about you?” Diana checked Tyrone’s head.

“I am okay but you on the other hand looked pale, everything okay with you and our baby.” Tyrone stood up 

with Diana’s support. 

"Hades came here as predicted by Apollo.” Diana did not need to say more because Tyrone got it.

“We need to talk to your siblings and my parents.” Tyrone sent them a mind linked.

Everyone became tense when they heard about it so they head to the library since it was the most sacred 

place inside the pack house. As soon as everyone gathered, Diana notified them about Apollo's another vision 

for the upcoming battle.

"How can we do it in span of one week?" Marco speaks up first.

"Did everyone forget that I can do mutation to create replica or even an illusion?” Minerva speaks like an adult.

All our heads turned on her direction like she's definitely got the best solution for the whole pack. On training 

grounds, Minerva evolved her abilities even on her young age everyone can tell that her mentality is far from 

being the youngest.

"That's brilliant suggestion Minerva.” Axelia praised her.

“Marci, you can also transport to other Gods using your powers I think that's the best time to summon Dad and 

Grandfather." Minerva added to the plan

“I can definitely do that.” Marcel agreed. 

“As for you Mini, you can use your shape-shifter and empathy to command an animal to act as Tyrone’s wolf to 

create an illusion and a permanent spell to make Hades believe that Tyrone died while fighting with you." 

Minerva added another idea.

"But I need to remind you Minerva it's for limited time your powers are not yet fully develop, the more you use 

them makes your body weak because it will require a lot of energy.”  Axelia warned her.
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“Axelia is right and Hades knew your greatest weakness will be your emotions, there will be a time that Hades 

might use that against you and you need to be tough.” Diana reminded her.

“I will take my chances, I am a Dieties for a reason after all.” Minerva strongly said. 

“Speaking of weakness, Diana amongst your siblings you are the toughest one but be mindful of your pride 

because that will be your greatest weakness. As for Apollo, his greatest failure was his losing his family and 

both of you hate snakes. Marcel, you have to be vigilant at all time because your greatest weakness is the least 

you expected it to be.” Marco informed them.

“What is it?” Marcel is eager to know about it.

“It’s not what it’s who.” Axelia corrected.

“Who is it then?” The siblings including Tyrone asked in unison.

“It’s Charissa, your mate.” Marco reveals. 

“We strongly suggest Marcel not to mate Charisa yet because, you lose your immortality the moment you 

mate.” Axelia gave another revelation.

"All of you have one week left to master each strength and abilities. Avoid your weaknesses or it will be your 

own failure or worse death." Marco warned them.

"Is there any way we can trap Hades without getting them unharmed?" Tyrone go over for possible loopholes.

"Only the necklaces that our parents gave, they said it can protect us against Hades and his black magic.” 

Minerva stated. 

“Speaking of necklace, I lost mine long time ago when I was captured." Diana told them.

"It's in my safety vault sis, Warren found it at the forest that day I forgot to give it back since we've been busy 

lately.” Marcel informed her.

"Thank Goddess you have it I thought I already lost it." I sighed in relief.

“I’ll be back and get it so you’ll be protected all the time.” Marcel stood up.

Some minute later Marcel hand the necklace back, Tyrone felt relief knowing that piece of jewelry can protect 

his mate form any harm. 
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